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Nomination Contents
Coruripe plant migrates its SAP system to Azure Cloud with Solo Network.
Highlights
Improved performance with SAP on Azure
Scalable platform to meet future needs and growth
On-demand growth generating savings
Unified and simplified management
The client:
The Coruripe plant is one of the biggest sugar cane processing plants in Brazil providing sugar and derivatives to all
of Brazil and foreign countries. Founded in the northeast in 1925 from the union of various sugar cane processing
mills, the company has its headquarters at Maceió City and 8 units spread throughout Brazil.
website - http://www.usinacoruripe.com.br/
Understanding client needs
When Solo Network was named to manage its cloud project, the Coruripe group had the need to migrate their
structure to a solution that could support the big volume of data. In other words, that could enable a large scale
production environment and less management complexity, which is divided into two scenarios: Local Data Center
with internal applications and SAP environment, that needed a performance gain with easy management by one
unique flexible platform with scalability.
The solution
After analyzing the environment and the client needs of the client, Solo Network started the consulting project to
migrate the Cururipe structure to Azure, which contemplated the study of the environment, project design,
pricing and scale – using a freefloating scenario. Solo Network applied all its expertise on supply and customer
support on the migration to the cloud, being side by side with Coruripe´s personnel in all project stages The
detailed analysis of the client’s challenges allowed to present specific solutions that fulfilled the company’s needs
– to implement an innovative, scalable and reliable technology to store data, as well as a platform that’s easily
managed and growth on demand.
Products and services
Microsoft Azure
Consulting and technical services specialized on Microsoft Azure.
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Local datacenter – Algar Telecom

Azure platform

Complex and time-consuming
management

Easily managed

High costs to data center expansion

Growth on demand.

Customer Testimonial
“The partnership with Solo Network helped us on the decision process of Microsoft Azure adoption, providing
safety and reliability since the planning until the monitoring with the technical team. The team was assertive on
the whole environment design, bringing us the short- and medium-term vision of the project, where we aim to
have more than 80% of the Coruripe environment running on Azure. Besides security, we could become pioneers
in case of SAP on Azure on the Sugar Cane Mills segment.”
Helder Passos de Moraes
CEO Coruripe
5534 3411-9208
helder.moraes@usinacoruripe.com.br
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